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Be the First to Solve Three Cases! You win 
the instant you put your third solved case into 
your Headquarters (HO). 

How Does the Game Play? 

You play with three decks of cards: 
• You use your draw deck to draw events, detectives 

an:I gadgets into your hand.
• Your problem deck is where you keep your

criminals and clues. 
• Your case deck stores your cases.

In each turn, you may play detectives, give them 
clues and gadgets, and send them out to work cases. 
Criminal cards star in play as face-down problem cards. 
These problems ca" flip up to reveal the criminal and 
create mischief. 

You can expend certain cards to gain strategic 
benefits each turn. Once a card is expended it is "tired" 
and cannot help you as much until you ready it at the 
start of the next turn. Characters that give you specific 
benefits from expending them have card t:>xt beginning 
with "Expend:" followed by the effect created from 
expending that character. 

Case Closed TCG is a "one turn game." That means 
each player plays in every step of the turn. Each turn 
has 5 steps. In these steps, you go from one sub-step 
to another with no player going backward nor repeating 
a sub-step. 
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Steps of Play 
Step 1: Ready 
This step "resets and refills" everything In play 
from the last turn. Each player readies their expended 
detectives, gadgets, criminals, and problem cards. Then 
each player refills his problem row from his problem deck 
until it has 4 face-down cards. Finally, each player refills 
his case row from his case deck until it has 3 face-up 
cards. After that, each player draws 2 cards from his 
draw deck. 

' Step 2: Main 
Now everyone gains job and crime points and plays 
cards. Each player gains 3 job points and 3 crime points. 
Job points help you play detectives to your HO as well 
as attach gadgets to characters. Crime points help you 
flip over criminals and attach clues to your detectives. 
In this step, you will play detectives, and attach gadgets 
and clues to them for the cases ahead. 

Step 3. Movement 
Everyone may move their face-down problem cards. 
Problems are usually criminals, but often they are a 
clue card used to bluff your opponents. You can move 
your problem cards to your and your opponents' cases. 

Step 4: Sleuth 
Now the lead player assigns his detectives to work 
cases. First, the lead player may try to solve one or more 
cases. Afterward, the follower becomes the lead player 
and repeats the process. Throughout this step, characters 
may challenge one another in a single talent - with the 
loser of each challenge going to the discard pile. 

Step 5. End 
Players may discard one of their cases in play. 
They can do this if it has no problem card(s) assigned 
to it. Players may then discard any number of cards 
from their problem row. s 
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Character Cards 
There are two kinds of characters: detectives and 
criminals. Detectives go to cases to try and solve them, 
while criminals challenge detectives at cases and try to 
throw them off. 

Title: Each card has a title. A character card's title has a name 
and a surname. For this card •Conan Edogawa,. is the card's name,
and ·The Boy With Toys" is the card's surname. 

Crime Point Cost: To flip 
a criminal face·up, you must 
pay its crime point cost. 

Talents: Each detective 
and criminal has three 
talents: strength, speed 
and intelligence. You use 
these talents to solve cases 
and to compete in challenges 
with other characters. 
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Job Points: You must pay job 
points to play a detective into 
your HO. To play this version 
of Conan Edogawa, you need 
to spend 4 Job points. 

Trait•: Trait5 are keywords appearing 
on cards inside brackets. Traits divide 
cards into sub-groups. As you can 
see, Conan Edogawa is a Kid, 

Rules for Characters 

Uniqueness: Each character with the same name is 
"unique" for its controller. That means each player may 
have only one copy of a face-up unique character. While 
a second character of the same name is in play face-up 
under the control of the same player, that player must 
immediately discard one of those two characters. 

EXAMPLE: G� hu Conan Edogawa, tha Boy With To� iD 
play. Du:rint his Main step he pl&ya a Con•n EdoflAwa, M-,bM 
of tha Junior o.t«t/ve LNt1u• into ha HQ. The .._.,,oo of thooe 
two cuds Con•n Edogawa ..,., the M.me, so the muqueneu rule 
llJll)Jiea. G� must dbcanl one of them, and chooses to d.aa.nl 
Conan Edog•wa. tha Boy With Toys. 

Rules for Detectives 

You draw detectives from your draw deck into your hand. 
You must pay job points to play detectives into your HQ. 
You gain 3 job points every turn during the Main step and 
any unused points carry over from turn to turn. 

You use detectives to solve cases. When it's time to solve 
a case, merely expend your detectives at the case and 
subtract their intelligence from the case's intelligence 
goal, their speed from the speed goal and their strength 
from the strength goal. If all three goals are at zern or 
below, the case is solved. 

When you play detectives (and all other types of cards), 
they may have any of three types of effects: triggered 
effects, constant effects and activated effects. 

• Triggered effects are effects that occur in reaction
to various game conditions.

• Constant effects are always active while the card
is face-up.

• Activated effects don't occur unless you choose
for them to and pay their costs.
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